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[Note: closed book, closed note, no calculators, cell phones, lap tops,
or other electronics.  attached documentation and source for cut
program, reference page attached if one was finalized by last class.]

SHORT ANSWER SECTION: Each question counts equally, all questions together
count 20% of exam mark.  ANSWER THESE 15 QUESTIONS ON THIS TEST PAPER, NOT IN
EXAM BOOKLET.

M1) A ___________________ documents the strategy that will be used to verify 
and ensure that a product or system meets its design specifications and
other requirements.

M2) The ____________________________ of a program P is a directed
graph G = (N, E, s, e) consisting of a set of nodes N and a set of
edges E = {(n,m) n,m in N} connecting the nodes.  Each node denotes
a basic block which itself is a sequence of instructions.  It is important
to note that in ever basic block the control enteres through the entry
node and leaves at the end without stopping or brancing except at the
end.

M3)  The _____________ formula is the number of satisfied samples plus half
the number of tolerating samples divided by all samples.

M4) A Hoare triple is of the form {P} C {Q} where P is the _________________

and Q is the  ______________________ and C is a programming language command.

M5) Netflix created its first Monkey: Chaos Monkey, which randomly __________
virtual instances in a production environment -- instances that are serving
live customer traffic.

M6) Which of the following possible usages of a mock object have we seen 
examples of? (place a check next to the ones demonstrated in Berkeley lectures)

___    supplies non-deterministic results (e.g., the current time or the 
         current temperature);
___    has states that are difficult to create or reproduce (e.g., a network 
         error);
___    is slow (e.g., a complete database, which would have to be initialized 
         before the test);
___    does not yet exist or may change behavior;

___    would have to include information and methods exclusively for testing 
         purposes (and not for its actual task).

M7)   In computer programming, a _______________________ test is a means to 
describe the actual behavior of an existing piece of software, and therefore 
protect existing behavior of legacy code against unintended changes via 
automated testing.
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M8) Software ________________  is the degree to which a software artifact 
(i.e. a software system, software module, requirements- or design document) 
supports testing in a given test context.

M9) A frequently referenced Edsger Dijkstra quote is ‘Program testing
can be used to

show the _____________________ of bugs, but never to show their ____________ !’

M10) _____ is a description or template for how to solve a problem that
can be used in many different situations

A) An additional level of indirection
B) A computing platform
C) A design pattern
D) A functional programming language
E) A lexical closure

M11) Ruby code can programmatically modify, at runtime, aspects of its own 
structure that would be fixed in more rigid languages, such as class and 
method  definitions. This sort of ____ can be used to write more concise 
code and effectively extend the language.

A) block syntax
B) dynamic typing
C) garbage collection
D) metaprogramming
E) operator overloading

M12) Which of the following are specification-based testing techniques
(check those that are):

___ ad hoc testing

___ boundary-value testing

___ control-flow-based testing

___ equivalence testing

___ exploratory testing

___ mutation testing

___ random testing
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M13) For the terms: A) test coverage, B) test method, C) test plan, and 
D) test responsibility, indicate which term starts which sentence:

----- documents the strategy that will be used to verify and ensure that a 
product or system meets its design specifications and other requirements.

----- in the test plan states how test coverage will be implemented.

----- in the test plan states what requirements will be verified during what 
stages of the product life.

----- includes what organizations will perform the test methods and at each 
stage of the product life.

M14) When Patterson spoke with industry representatives, he found the
most important skill industry thought students were missing was
(circle right answer):
a) better coding skills
b) better debugging skills
c) learn how to enhance sparsely documented legacy code
D) performing design reviews
e) view testing as important as programming
f) working in teams
g) working with nontechnical customers

M15) For the concepts of A) validation and B) verification, indicate
which concept goes with which of the following statements:

----- Are we building the right product?

----- Are we building the product right?

----- Establishing the correspondence between the software and its 
specification.

----- Establishing the fitness of a software product for its sue.

----- Requires interaction with customers

----- Requires interaction with software
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LIKE THE ABOVE QUESTIONS, THIS QUESTION IS ALSO TO BE ANSWERED ON THIS
PAMPHLET -- INDEED ON THIS PAGE (AND NOT IN THE EXAMINATION BOOKLET).  IT
COUNTS 4% OF THE MARK ON THIS FINAL EXAM.

SPECIAL) Assuming that the Rotten Potatoes movie controller has at the top:
    caches_page :log_in_page
    cache_sweeper :movie_sweeper
    caches_action :index, :show
and we have the following code:
  class MovieSweeper < ActionController::Caching::Sweeper
      observe Movie
      def after_save(movie)    ; invalidate ; end
      def after_destroy(movie) ; invalidate ; end
      private
      def invalidate
         expire_action :action => [’index’ , ’show’]
      end
  end
Further assume it takes 21 ms (milliseconds) for the user to interact
with the web server to get a page (round trip); 36 ms for the webserver
to get a page from Rails (round trip); and Rails can handle a typical database
interaction roundtrip in 100ms, how long would each of the following 
transactions take (with and without caching), if they were undertaken in
order on a freshly created system. [No caching except that explicitly
mentioned in this example.]
                                      with caching        without caching

User 1 visits Rotten Potatoes

User 2 requests review of
  Ender’s Game

User 3 requests review of
  Free Birds

User 4 visits Rotten Potatoes

User 5 requests review of 
  Ender’s Game

User 6 visits Rotten Potatoes

User 7 saves review of
  Ender’s Game

User 8 visits Rotten Potatoes

User 9 request review of
  Free Birds

User 10 requests review of
  Ender’s Game
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SOMEWHAT LONGER ANSWER SECTION: Each question counts equally, all
questions together count 76% of exam mark.  ANSWER THESE 19 QUESTIONS
IN THE EXAM BOOKLET.  NOT ON THIS TEST PAPER.  PROPERLY LABEL EACH
ANSWER WITH THE CORRESPONDING NUMBER (AND LETTER SUBPART WHERE
APPROPRIATE).  CLEARLY CROSS OUT ANYTHING YOU WRITE THAT YOU DECIDE
WAS MISTAKEN AND YOU WANT TO HAVE IGNORED.

1) In Berkley lecture 12, we see the followoing screen:

   Unit- and Fuctional-Level Charactrization Tests
 * Cheat: write tests to learn as you go
   -- See Screencast 8.3.1 at screencast.saasbook.info
 it "should calculate sales tax" do
   order = mock(’order’)
   order.compute_tax.should == -99.99
 end
 # object ’order’ received unexpected message ’get_total’
 it "should calculate sales tax" do
   order = mock(’order’, :get_total=> 100.00)
   order.compute_tax.should == -99.99
 end
 #  expected compute_tax to be -99.99 was 8.45
 it "should calculate sales tax" do
   order = mock(’order’, :get_total=> 100.00)
   order.compute_tax.should == 8.45
 end

a) What is the above showing us?  
b) Why is this called a ‘cheat’?  
c) What testing system is running the above tests?

2) Consider the following Cucumber:
  Feature: User manages books
    Scenario: User adds a new book
      Given I go to the new book page
      And I fill in "Name" with "War & Peace"
      And I fill in "Description" with "Long Russian novel"
      When I press "Create"
      Then I should be on the book list page
      And I should see "War & Peace"
Explain how regular expressions figure into the translation of this
into Ruby code that can actually run the test case.

3)  The program:

1: int divide(X,Y) {
2:    Q = 0;
3:    R = X;
4:    while (R >= Y) {
5:       invariant: ?
6:       R = R - Y;
7:       Q = Q + 1;
8:    }
9:    return Q;
10: }

does division of X by Y, which means given X > 0 and Y > 0, when Q is returned,
it is true that X = Q * Y + R and 0 <= R < Y (where R is the remainder and Q 
is the quotient).  Expressed in regular logic, what is the loop invariant that 
would hold at line 5 that would allow a system like Spec# to verify that this 
code works properly?
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4) Show how the following method to find minimum value should be annotated
in Spec# to indicate loop invariants and post condition by telling me a)
what should be the loop invariant LI and b) what should be the postcondition
PC in this notation.

class Q1 {
  int minimum (int[] a)
  {
    int n = 1;
    int result = a[0];

    while (n < a.Length) {
LI:
        if (a[n] < result) {
               result = a[n];
        }
        n = n + 1;
    }
  }
PC:
  return result;
}

5) Consider the following code
 0: class Sorter {
 1:   int array a;
 2:   public bubble()
 3:      int i = 0;
 4:      int n = (a.length - 1);
 5:      while (i < a.length) {
 6:         int j = 0;
 7:         while (j < n) {
 8:            if (a[j] > a[j+1]) {
 9:               int t = a[j];
10:               a[j] = a[j+1];
11:               a[j+1] = t;
12:            }
12.5:          j = j + 1;
13:         }
13.5:       i = i+1;
14:      } 
15:    }
16: }

In order to do design by contract, we need to specify the
postcondition for bubble.  Actually, there are a few different
postconditions of interest here.  Using standard logic notation,

a) what would you use as a postcondition to ensure that the elements
in the array a appear in ascending order when bubble completes?

b) what would you use as a postcondition to ensure that the elements
in the array a after bubble has run are the same as they were before
bubble has run, i.e., that the output is a permutation of the original
input.

6) In ‘How did software get so reliable without proof?’, Hoare discusses
how testing helps improve software quality in spite of the notion that
testing can’t show the absence of flaws.  What does Hoare think is the
key usage of software testing?  How does this relate to the views of Bach
and of Meyer?
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7) a) How does genetic programming relate to mutation testing?
   b) How does genetic programming relate to test driven development?

8) Trying to create a faster program to count the number of zeros
in an array, we write

1:    int countZeros(int array L, int length) {
2:         postcondition: returns number of zero elements in L
3:         int count = 0;
4:         int index = 0;
5:         while (index < length - 1) {
LI:
6:             if (L[index++] == 0) { 
7:                  count = count + 1;
8:             }
9:             if (L[index++] == 0) { 
10:                 count = count + 1;
11:             }
12:        }
AF:
13:        if (index < length) {
14:             if (L[index] == 0) { 
15:                  count = count + 1;
16:             }
17:        }
PO:
18:        return count;
19:    }

What do we want to use for a) LI, the loop invariant, b) AF the situation
just after the loop, and c) PO, the post condition before the return.
Express your answer in the SPEC# style logic we have been using so far.

9) Attached find the code and documentation for the Unix cut program.
a) What happens if I try to:
              cut -b1,1 testdata
b) What line numbers in the man page and/or info file are relevant to
answering this quesiton?

c) What line numbers in the source code are relevant to answering this
question?  Explain.

10) Attached find the code and documentation for the Unix cut program.
On line 499, if I change len < 0 to len < 1
Would this change the behavior of the cut program?  If so, how? (include 
example of a command line and test data file that would illustrate this 
difference).  If not, indicate why you believe it would not change the
behavior of the program.

11) What is Meyer (Seven Principles of Software Testing)’s view of the purpose
of testing and how does ‘fault count against time’ relate to it?

12) In ‘The Test Case as a Scientific Experiment’, what is the purpose
of testing?
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13) What are mock objects and how are they used in testing?

14) What does it mean for a user story to be SMART (Specific, Measurable, 
Achievable, Relevant, Time-boxed)?  Give examples to show each of
these qualities failing (5 examples in total).

15) What would be three unit test design heuristics for inputs that were 
sequences?

16) What is mutation testing?  How does it relate to behavior driven
development?

17) What are two examples of test coverage criteria presented in ‘A beginner’s
guide to testing’ (1st Hawaii Guy video)?  What are their relative advantages 
and disadvantages?

18) From Harman’s ‘Refactoring as a testability transformation’, how is 
‘flag removal’ an example of ‘testability refactoring’?  How do ‘flags’ in 
code make testing harder?

19) In the Berkley lectures, if you are given a piece of legacy code (such
as the cut example accompanying this exam) and told you are responsible
for updating it in the future, and in particular, the first change to make
is to allow both byte fields and delimited fields to be used on the same
command line, how should you approach this problem?

*************************************************************************

There are a lot of questions on this exam.  Make sure you didn’t miss any.
Below is a list of all the questions.  Feel free to cross off the questions
as you record your answer.

ANSWERED ON THIS TEST BOOKLET (M1 - M15, SPECIAL):

M1  M2  M3  M4  M5  M6  M7  M8  M9  M10  M11  M12  M13  M14  M15

SPECIAL

ANSWERED ON EXAM BOOKLET (1 - 19):

1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10   11   12   13   14   15   

16   17   18   19 


